Tesla Sales Soaring, Competition Failing
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Oct. 16, 2018 – 	Summary
Tesla reaches #4 best-selling passenger car in the US.  It should pass Toyota Camry in Q4, to become the #1 selling passenger car in the US.
Tesla has ~90% of the US EV market space.
Tesla deliveries in Q3 are double the deliveries in Q2.
Tesla sales are projected to grow from $4 billion last quarter to $6.78 billion this quarter.  Net profit in Q3 is likely.
Legacy auto companies may suffer an unexpectedly rapid collapse in sales.  This collapse may already be underway.
Summary
In this article, I focus on Tesla performance metrics.  I will not address sensationalized headlines about tokes, tweets, and suits.  I will focus on delivery numbers, graphs, and discussion about the auto market going forward. 
In particular I explore the idea that we should expect internal combustion engine (ICE) car sales numbers to crash 1st.  Then later, EV sales figures will grow.  This poses a serious threat to legacy auto companies.  Every EV sold removes 3 or 4 new ICE car buyers from the auto market.
This 1st section communicates an idea I've been studying.  ICE car sales are down and EV sales are up.  Most people know this much.  Also, EV sales are not up by as much as ICE car sales are down.  The 2 metrics are believed to be independent of one another.  I believe they are related.
When someone purchases a Tesla Model 3, that car sale is an EV and not a new ICE vehicle.  So that is a 1st sale the ICE industry loses.
Next, the new EV owner often trades in a used ICE car and someone else will purchase that car.  Some number of car buyers will opt for a nice used car instead of a new car, so this potentially eliminates another new ICE car buyer. 
After that, the new EV owner shows off his or her car to friends and family.  Many produce YouTube videos about their EV experience.  In the end, another couple of friends and family become convinced that their next vehicle will be an EV.  Altogether, it is likely that 3 or 4 people who would have purchased an ICE car as their next new vehicle will now instead purchase an EV.
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